We are looking for . . .

Proactive pioneers
Solution seekers
Out-of-the-box thinkers

The Mühlbauer technology group looks back on a history of more than thirty years marked by pioneering achievements in mechanical engineering and plant construction. With some 2,800 employees, cutting-edge technology centers all over the world and an international sales and service network, Mühlbauer today is the leading system partner for the complete technology and know-how transfer for the production of electronic ID documents.

At our Rostock site (Germany), we are allocate a internship / Thesis / Trainee for:

Software development and software testing

We are looking for students interested in supporting our ID document solution development team. Mühlbauer is developing software solutions for issuing high security documents such as ePassports, eID Cards, Drivers licenses, etc. Our software components are designed for demographic and biometric data capturing, biometric data processing and secure data management. A variety of different Java programming tasks must be realized in the scope of international customer projects. You will get the opportunity to practice your know how and gain new valuable software development skills in real customer projects. Software components to be developed may cover web-clients, database applications, JEE core topics, etc. Additional to software development there is an opportunity to get an view into software testing. Software tests include creation of software test and execution plans and executing software test with modern test tools.

Your profil:

• You are studying computer engineering, engineering, business informatics or related subjects
• You have basic experience as Java programmer
• First experience with service-oriented architecture is a benefit
• English knowledge is desirable since Mühlbauer is an international company with offices all over the globe

Duration: 2 - 3 months
Salary: local students salary

Have we raised your interest?

You are interested in exciting projects? Monotonous work is nothing for you, and you miss the opportunity to contribute your own ideas? Please send us your complete application to career@muehlbauer.de

Contact person:
Saskia Karl
Phone: +49 9461 / 952 -2359

Sindy Nguyen Minh
Phone: +49 9461 / 952 -2122

Mühlbauer ID Services GmbH
Industriestr. 8
8069 Rostock